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It was just one week to go before setting off for one of the most exciting
challenges I have undertaken. I was both exhilarated and absolutely terrified at
the same time – why? Because I had agreed to do the HABB Bike Challenge,
cycling through South Vietnam and into Cambodia to finish at Ankor Wat.

A

t the airport I met my companions for the first time
(there were 31 of us mad people altogether) and I
knew straight away the week would be full of fun
as well as challenging. The first hic-up happened at Kuala
Lumpa airport where one of our group had the following
date on his Vietnam Visa so was unable to fly until then. We
declared our upmost sympathy and slapped him on the back
then left him – a lonely man in a strange city. He caught up
with us the following afternoon.

Our first few day’s cycling involved going down Vietnam’s tiny
back streets. They weren’t wide enough for cars but had plenty of
mopeds and other cyclists on them. For me, cycling through tiny
little villages with the children calling out ‘hello’ to us, chickens and
dogs running across our paths and only just missing the mopeds
coming from the opposite direction was one of the many highlights
of the trip. The roads were often bumpy or sandy and never
smooth riding. There were many bridges – one of which was just a
few logs put across which meant our bikes had to be carried across
whilst we gingerly inched our way across. Many of the bridges
were high with no sides and I’m so glad I didn’t know about them
beforehand! In the end, two people managed to fall off the bridges
into the water.
It didn’t matter at all how fast or slow you were, and
much of the talk during those few days centred around sore
bottoms and tired legs. It was very hot (32 degrees) and
humid so we all felt very dirty and sticky relishing the thought
of a lovely hot shower once we reached the hotels (although
invariable the beer took president over the shower!) Our
hotels were, in fact, quite luxurious and we had almost a
continuous supply of delicious food.
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As the week went on our discussions moved to upset
tummy’s and sunburn. Some did suffer from bad stomachs but
were determined to recover and continue. The camaraderie
amongst the group was great and my face ached from laughing
so much in the evenings. Many animals were seen on the
journey, pigs and dogs were mostly seen but I also saw a snake
make it’s way across the road and we stopped at a spider farm
where a few mad people had tarantula spiders walk over their
fronts. A couple of complete nutters on the group even ate the
spiders (they had been deep fried!!).

We reached the boarder to Cambodia and had mixed
feelings because it was here we had to say goodbye to a fellow
traveller. His passport had gone missing at one of the hotels and
without it was unable to cross. He was missed by everyone
for the remainder of the trip. Once in Cambodia the cycling
changed and we were on proper roads. I cursed my huge
mountain bike tyres (that had been so invaluable in Vietnam) as
I struggled in the heat for mile after mile. After a couple of days
we were back to off road and going through lovely small villages
again. Nearly all the houses were on stilts with plenty of shade
underneath them for the families and their pets.
Finally, we reached our goal, Ankor Wat. About half the
group decided to cycle in the morning to watch the sunrise over
the Wat. The 4am wake up was well worth it when the sun
eventually appeared and it was a wonderful experience. Back at
the hotel that day we had champagne and nibbles with balloons
stuck in our helmets to celebrate our achievement. It really was
a truly memorable time and I would say to every SRH reading
this, if you can, sign up for the next one. It’s a trip you will never
forget and you make friends with some great people.
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Facepro
Worldwide innovation:
No more annoying hair
clippings on the face

Make their day beautiful – a wedding day
step by step
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speaks out
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promote client confidence
Support your industry charity on a fun,
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Designed to protect
Designed by top European hairdresser, Christian Edinger, for
professional hairdressers everywhere. An easy to use yet brilliant idea:
A thin, glass-clear protective shield to stop hair clippings falling into
the eyes, nose and mouth.

Facepro is easy to use
Simply attach the soft, transparent film to the client’s forehead using
peel-off strips. Both the film and the skin adhesive
used are dermatologically and cosmetically tested
for optimum skin compatibility.

l Added comfort for clients;
l Eyes and mouth no longer

need to stay closed;
l Perfect for contact lens wearers;
l Protects people

with sensitive skin;
l Avoids smudging

make-up.
Further information:
www.facepro.cc or
info@facepro.cc
Photo credit: Edinger h.schnitt

Distribu
tion
partner
sought
for UK

hello!

Wow, what a fantastic few months it’s been
for our campaign to ensure all hairdressers
become registered. As a supporter (and I know

some of you have been loyal to registration for many
years) you will be pleased to see this issue is really
being talked about. Apart from TV coverage on the
BBC Breakfast and the One Show, Andrew Barton also
appeared on the Jeremy Vine radio show – pushing
forward the registration campaign. He spoke for ten
minutes at the recent Fellowship lunch urging everyone
in the room to, not only get themselves registered, but to
register their staff as well. He urged consumers watching
the One Show to ask for a registered hairdresser when
visiting a Salon and he has appeared in just about every
magazine promoting registration.
2010 promises to be a fantastic year for our campaign
and I am meeting MPs over the next couple of months so
they know exactly what we are trying to do. Andrew is
not the only one ‘banging the drum’ however and many
industry icons, manufactures, other industry organizations
and hairdressers are helping to spread the word. You
are already helping so much by being registered but
please, if you get a chance to pass the web-site details
on, do. If everyone on the register persuaded one other
person to register, we would soon have enough people to
insist Government listen to us.

Sally Styles

By the time you read this, I will have returned from
my cycle trip in Vietnam and Cambodia. Thank you so
much for all the good luck messages and it’s not too late
to help both our industry charity and Great Ormond Street
by sponsoring (just one day’s tips?) to www.justgiving.
com/sally-styles. You will see from the HABB advert that
I’m organising a short walk around London in aid of the
charity which promises to be a really fun day out for all
the family. Come and join in, wear your free baseball cap
and complete the photo quiz. Please put 4th July in your
diary – it would be great to meet you.
In the meantime, if you, as an SRH, have a story you
would like to share, please don’t hesitate to contact me
and we’ll see what we can do.
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market

Brilliant Solution to
age-old problem
Take away the irritation of hair clippings on the
face of your clients during cut and styling with the
innovative Facepro. Designed, tested and perfected in
professional circles in Europe the simple to use, ultra thin
and glass clear protective shield is a brilliant solution.
Developed by top Austrian hairdresser, Christian
Edinger, the soft film is easily attached and completely
safe to use having been dematologically tested for
optimum skin compatibility.
More information from anita.reschreiter@implusepr.
com. UK wholesale/distribution partners needed.

news

Grooming For Men
Nail Science Leads
to Natural Support

Leading Australian brand, Natio with its ethos that encapsulates
affordable, quality products to reflect and enhance the natural
beauty of men, is now available in the UK.
Max and Vivienne Ross – Natio Founders said, “Men’s skin
is of a naturally thicker consistency, often more oily. The Natio
Men’s range is packed full of botanical goodness specifically
designed to nourish, moisturise and protect male skin. It
carefully maintains the body’s natural pH balance and offers
effective, reliable and approachable grooming solutions for men.
With a subtle masculine fragrance, they are made
for a man who looks for grooming products that work.
Further information from Pandora Symes on 020 7386 9959
e-mail: pandora@brandpr.com

Further success for hairdressing students
Students from City of Bristol College continued their winning streak by scooping eight awards at
the NHF South West Hairstyling Championships in Taunton.
NVQ Level 3 Hairdressing student Kate McLellan, who was recently named the Hairdressing
Council’s Student of the Year 2009, won first place in three categories. Kate received the top
award in the trainee ladies’ cut and blow-dry, junior ladies’ evening style (long hair) and open
colour creation (full look) categories. Kate also won the Junior Somerset Champion trophy.
Curriculum Manageress at City of Bristol College is Lottie Stevens SRH.
“Competitions like this are a great opportunity for students to show off their skills, which
will prove invaluable as they embark on careers in their chosen fields.”
Further information on the awards or courses from Donna Fooks-Bale on 07771 345225 or
e-mail news@cityofbristol.ac.uk
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Wipe Out Wrinkles
With The New
Chocolate Serum…
Now lift up to eight levels and leave
hair in optimum condition with the new
Vero K-PAK Crème Lightener, the first to
reconstruct as it lightens. It could be that
nibbling on a bar of dark chocolate could
wipe years off your looks, according to a hot
new study by a private Harley Street clinic.
They say a daily portion of dark chocolate
could protect the skin against the ageing
effects of the sun!
But if you’re worried what a new
chocolate addiction could do to your
waistline, unwrap a bottle of the new Ikove
Acai Chocolate Age-Resisting Serum instead.
Loaded with exotic ingredients from the
Amazonian Rainforest including acai berries
that have 10 times the antioxidant potency
of grapes, radiance restoring rosehip and
pure cocoa packed with anti-oxidants it’s the
naturally indulgent treat to feed the skin.
Contact www.ikove.co.uk for more details

As a busy hairdresser your fingernails are
under pressure from their environment
yet your clients expect to see beautiful
nails. Cosmetic hardeners and polishes
may mask defects but don’t address
underlying issues.
Weak, brittle or flaky nails and white
spots on the nail bed are a sure sign of
nutritional deficiencies. Research carried
out at the University of Bologna has
shown that taking vitamins can improve
nail strength. Now Advanced Nutrition
Programme has launched Nail Science,
part of a complete professional
nutritional system.
Contact Lorraine Perretta on
0208 830 8030 or visit
www.advancednutritionalprogramme.com
for more details.

SRH Finalist for
Haute Coiffure
Francaise Trophy
is UK first
Expert colourist and avant garde artist
Anne Veck SRH has become the first ever
UK based hairdresser to reach the finals
of the International Talents Trophy of
Haute Coiffure Francaise and is the only
UK nomination. This most prestigious
of French hairdressing awards attracts
entrants from the elite of European
hairdressing and will take place at the
Louvre in Paris over the weekend of 13th
and 14th February.
Anne owns salons in Oxford and
Bicester. She explained, “I am truly
honoured to receive this recognition in my
native France. It’s going be a huge thrill for
me to represent the UK industry before
an audience of the crème de la crème of
French hairdressing.”

Treat the male
body & soul
Pioneers of organic health and beauty
product, Green People, have launched a
range of products for men made from a
handpicked selection of nature’s finest and
highly effective ingredients.
The Organic Limited Edition range
includes, Wash & Shave, Naturally Soft
Skin 24/7 and 2 in 1 Shower Power, all with
fabulously fresh and vibrant aromas..
Use them on your male clients to give
them that really special service and at
realistic retail prices they should fly off the
shelves.
Further information from Sue Losson
on 01403 740350 or e-mail sue@
greenpeople.co.uk
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Charlize Theron reveals
her unusual hair secret…

Don’t Break Up
Lustrous long locks á la Cheryl Cole are the
envy of women but long hair can be high
maintenance and prone to breaking: Now,
there’s two new hair saviours in town.
Specially formulated for long hair,
Natur Vital’s Anti-Breakage products help
strengthen hair and overcome the damaging
effects of heat styling and over-colouring.
Janet Ginnings, Hair & Beauty in
Mayfair, whose clientele includes Caprice,
Elle Macpherson and Sadie Frost, says: “I
have coloured my hair every other week
for as long as I can remember so my hair is
especially prone to breaking. I love the way
Natur Vital’s Anti-Breakage products leave
my scalp feeling super-clean and my hair
stronger.”
Further information from www.naturvital.
co.uk or call Tracey Hollom, Vertpr,
01925 210349.

Ammonia-free,
eco friendly hair
colour is here
Organic Colour Systems is an exceptional
range of natural and organic based colour
from Herb UK, which uses ingredients that are
kind and nurturing to the hair.
Developed by a hairdresser who’d suffered
with bad allergic reactions to conventional
colour, Organic Colour Systems features
natural extracts, including aloe vera, comfrey,
orange and grapefruit, and doesn’t contain
ammonia, allowing the hair to retain its
natural moisture and protein balance. Because
of its natural base, it closes the cuticle down
when shampooing and applying conditioner
giving it a natural feel and shine – and giving a
longer lasting finish than other colours.
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Charlize Theron is heralded as one of
the world’s most beautiful women
and now she has revealed the beauty
secrets she can’t live without (InStyle
magazine October 2009) and one of the
most surprising is the ancient Aboriginal
remedy called, Emu oil.
Many big stars such as Demi Moore,
Zac Efron and Jenny McCarthy are also
fans of emu oil, using it to keep their
skin looking its best due to its antiaging properties but Charlie uses it for
something else.
Charlize says: “I’m not big into styling
products, but I use this Australian oil to
moisturise my hair.”
Charlize’s use of emu oil isn’t just a
strange celebrity thing as the science adds
up. Emu oil is a powerful mosituriser but
unlike other oil’s comedogencity tests show
it won’t clog up your pores. and is naturally
packed with essential fatty acids, nutrients
vital for healthy skin and hair.
In the UK call, Pioneer Trading Company
on 01526 344971.

Lose the
festive pounds
So we had fun, relaxed a little and maybe
ate and drank some and don’t our bodies
know it! Help is here thanks to fitness guru
Rosemary Conley with her 30th and lastever fitness DVD, Real Results Workout.
From the privacy of your own home, this
DVD is for ordinary people, as Rosemary says,
“whatever your age, body shape or size”.
Enjoy five workout sessions – Aerobics,
Standing Conditioning, Floor Conditioning,
Express Hip & Thigh and Express Abs and get
fit and healthy for summer.
On sale in stores nationwide or from
www.play.com

Updated chemicals advice
praised by small businesses
New easy to use guidance is available for businesses on how to deal with hazardous
substances in the workplace. The revised publication "Working with substances hazardous
to health", offers advice and guidance on working safely with a variety of substances - from
hairdressing products to metal working fluids; from quarry dust to cleaning materials.
Steve Coldrick of HSE said: "This is an example of how we are working with small businesses
to provide them with the practical advice they need to protect their employees' health."
This report (RR 737) can be found on HSE's website at
www.hse.gov.uk/research/rrpdf/rr737.pdf

Just For Men

Looking for really cool and
sophisticated modern styles for your male clients this spring? Look no
further than these four great styles from Peter Prosser Hairdressing.

Is it time to replace the shaven head look now that style has returned?
Says Peter Prosser SRH,

“I wanted to create
tailored, functional
looks with an edge,
for the man
about town.”
www.peterprosserhairdressing.co.uk
Hair: Peter Prosser Hairdressing
Photography: Adam Peacock
Make-up: Gary Gill
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3

rd Successive

Nomination
for the British
Hairdresser of
the Year awards,
the Hairdressing
Council’s Ambassador
Andrew Barton SRH

Hair
Andrew Barton
Styling
Cassie Steer
Photography
Elise Dumontet
Makeup
Carol Brown.
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Beyond the effervescent
personality and on-screen
image, Andrew has a true
understanding of the
commercial possibilities
that can turn a man into
an international brand and
household name. His signature
styles have made him a firm
favourite with the world’s
leading fashion houses and
he is regularly in demand to
support shows for a host of
up and coming UK designers.
Here. Andrew shares
his portfolio for the British
Hairdresser of the Year
awards with us.
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for your perfect day
Renowned globally as the master of long hair, SRH Patrick Cameron‘s
reputation as the expert when creating beautiful bridal hair is exemplary.
Patrick spends much of his time training other hairdressers on how to dress long hair. 2010 marks a very
special anniversary for him: 20 years of international travels and collaboration with Wella worldwide.
To celebrate this occasion Patrick has now created a series of 20 unique bridal looks for his sixth and latest
book – My Bridal Hair Album for your perfect day. Each look has its own easy to follow step by step,
which have been translated into French, German, Italian, Spanish and English text.

Telephone; +44 (0)20 7923 0599 or e-mail; marco@patrick-cameron.com

|
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WILD AID

WildAid’s mission is to end the illegal wildlife trade within our lifetimes.
To achieve this WildAid uniquely focuses on raising awareness to
reduce the demand for threatened and endangered species products
and to increase public
“We want a world where our invaluable natural riches are not
ravaged, one in which local communities can improve their lives
without destroying their environment and where humanity can
survive together with wildlife for generations to come.

International hairdresser and stylist
David Babaii plays his part

WildAid’s success has been achieved through culturally sensitive,
customized, multimedia public awareness campaigns and includes
collaboration at all levels from grass roots and local villagers to
government leaders and prominent individuals.
Attitudes are changing as evidenced by surveys in some target
markets, such as China, Taiwan and Thailand: To find out how you
can help, go to www.wildaid.org

Metallica

For further information or details of the David Babaii range
of professional hair products contact, Janice McCafferty at
Janicejrm@aol.com.

a new avant
garde collection

After receiving training from the Vidal Sassoon Academy in Los
Angeles and London, David Babaii moved to Europe where his
imaginative hair creations quickly gained him notoriety. David’s
work has appeared the covers of leading fashion publications
such as Elle, Harper’s Bazaar and Vogue. Now working in
Hollywood, celebrities request his hair styling talents for
award shows, movie premieres, music videos, magazine
covers, commercials, ad campaigns, movies and
television appearances.

A miscellany of stylised shapes and geometric
line make up this exciting collection from
leading Oxfordshire-based stylist, Anne Veck
SRH. Metallica derives from a vision of how
plastic and metal interfaces with intense red
and black fringes and ponytails.

Hair Anne Veck
Photography Stefano Brunesci
Styling and artistic direction
Polly Errington
Make-up Claire Salter
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Akin’s
Touch
of Gold
The 2009 British Hairdresser of the

Says Akin, Creative Director at Hob Salons,

“We wanted a strong shoot that
focussed just on the hair and
we didn’t want the make-up or
clothes to distract from that.
We went for an ‘80’s inspired
theme as it’s making a big focus
in fashion at the moment.

Year, Akin Konizi SRH brings you his
fabulous, ‘Touch of Gold’ collection
for the NHF Inspire team.

The Hairdresser adds our congratulations to Akin for his
success at the 25th annual British Hairdresser of the Year
awards; yet another great success story for an SRH.
Hair: NHF Inspire
Creative Direction: Akin Konizi and the Hob Creative Team
Photography: John Rawson
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Further information from Essence PR
on 0208 555 8960.
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SRH Stars in the news
Salon Debut for
Council’s Ambassador,
Andrew Barton SRH
The wait is over: The much-anticipated first salon in the
Andrew Barton Group is now open for business. Charming,
elegant and intimate, here is a superb marriage of form and
function set in an attractive two-storey building in Henrietta
Street, London. In revealing their flagship store, the Andrew
Barton Group is rolling out its look for a dynamic brand - a
contemporary salon that is luxurious and sophisticated,
appealing to discerning clientele. The proposition is to roll out
further salons in 15 UK locations in the near future.

Design highlights
The fascia
Graduated tones of grey are applied to the original Victorian
façade, which retains attractive, large windows.

The reception
Quirky features include a Porcelain dog, and these work well
against an eclectic mixture of modern and Victorian furniture.
Retail product is displayed on a built-in feature wall as well as
in the window.

The salon, to the ground floor
Six modern styling stations look striking, comprising elegant
yet comfortable chairs set before etched framed standing
mirrors. The stations run the full length of the salon, being
angled to make best use of the space and allow a degree of
privacy to individual clients.
The backwash area is defined by beautiful encaustic tiles that
inject colour into the space. Low backwash units appear as pieces
of furniture, with accessories recessed into the back wall.

The lower ground floor salon

The One Show
Andrew Barton SRH continues to keep the campaign for
registration of hairdressers alive and recently (27/1/10)
appeared on the ‘One Show’ to say his piece. The extensive
footage covering this topical issue involved studio
discussion between Adrian Chiles, Christine Bleakley
and Martine McCutcheon, who all expressed their alarm
and surprise at the non-regulation of hairdressers, and
the show revealed more horror stories of victims of poor
hairdressing.
“This is a great platform to reach millions of viewers and to
really get a ground-swell of support from both the consumer
and the hairdresser – when both of these sets of audiences
are involved we will see the change we are hoping for - which
is a massive increase in registration in order to give us a more
powerful argument to take to the government.”

Pyjama girls raise
£2,500 for Leukaemia
Research
Anne Veck salons in Oxford and Bicester raised £2,000 for
Leukaemia Research during their charity fundraising week
in November. With Gift Aid added on the amount increases
to a fantastic £2,500!
Anne Veck SRH explained, “ We were inspired by our
involvement in the Alternative Hair Show to try and do
a little more to help. My salon teams, clients and local
businesses have been so generous both with their time and
their money and we had a tons of fun as well!”
Highlights of the week included a pyjama day, when team
members were sponsored for working all day in pyjamas,
as well as a make-up evening at which clients were
introduced to new cosmetics and sales revenues were
donated to the cause! Not least was a “Burst a Balloon”
raffle competition with top prize an exclusive make-over
appointment with Anne.
Hairdressers can join Anne Veck SRH in supporting this vital
work through membership of Alternative Hair’s Members’
Programme. Visit www.alternativehair.org. for details.

At the HABB Ball, in February, Andrew will announce that the
Hairdressing Council will donate £1 for every new registration
processed between Feb 8th and March 8th to the Hairdressing
and Beauty Benevolent.
To register please go to www.haircouncil.org.uk.

Errol Douglas srh, launches ‘red carpet ready’ services
Who doesn’t want to be spoiled, pampered and styled like
a celebrity? Errol Douglas was joined by Emilia Fox, Lady
Helen Taylor, Cat Simmons, Speech Debelle and Gerry
Devaux for the launch of Red Carpet Ready, a complete,
bespoke menu for hair, make-up and nails.

And for ultimate Hollywood glamour, the salon is also the
exclusive London stockist of the Ariane Poole make-up
range. As well as retailing the range, Errol’s in-house makeup artists, trained by Ariane herself, are on hand to apply
make-up or give lessons.

The first thing any woman needs for her moment in the
spotlight is a relaxing hair and scalp treatment that
strengthens hair and adds shine, softness and body. The
Errol Douglas Hair Botanicals Lounge has something for
everyone, with services specifically targeting hair in need
of a de-tox session or seasonally stressed hair, as well as
treatments tailored to brides, men, busy mums.

Red Carpet Ready at Errol Douglas
Images by Sam Roberts: Emilia Fox, Lady Helen Taylor,
Cat Simmons and Speech Debelle get Red Carpet Ready
at the salon.
www.erroldouglas.com

Eyelash extensions will have budding starlets ready for
their close-up in no time! A full upper lash set takes around
1hr 30 minutes to apply and will last up to 3 weeks. The
procedure involves individual false lashes being attached to
your own natural lashes to create very natural, fuller and
longer lash effect.

Here the eight styling stations echo the look and layout
of those on the ground floor salon. The wall is decorated
with witty illustrations of a 1950’s hair salon that are both
intriguing and amusing.
The Andrew Barton Group has created something special in
this corner of Covent Garden.
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SRH creates the

electric
look
Mark Wooly SRH, says of his new collection,
“This new collection encompasses that real
British feel and signifies all that the electric
brand concept is all about – moveable,
touchable and wearable. The styles all have a
strong foundation that incorporate colour so
that a total look is presented in the collection.

Education in 2010 means a busy
year for Simon Shaw SRH.

Each image focuses on a strong cut,
bold outline, definitive fringe or textured
hair up. With an 80’s glamour and nod to
Dior’s black gloves, the collection still has
that commercial edge and interest from a
consumer’s point of view.”

Simon has recently launched Simon Shaw Education and 2010 is already
shaping up to be a busy year. As well as courses for L’Oréal, Simon
will be working with Carolyn Newman and the Charles Worthington
management team following tours in Australia and to Barcelona.
Simon is the co-founder and past director of the international

Advantage Point: Emphasizing the importance of good

award-winning salon group, Haringtons. He has spent 30 years

service; you are the key to client satisfaction - unlock this door

in the industry and over 23 years creating salon culture, focusing

and your business will really grow.

on developing people and providing top customer service.

New Management Magic:
Get the best from your team Simon, along

Looking beyond the essential core hairdressing skills and
leaving styling to the fashionistras, Simon’s innovative courses
help individuals to build their abilities further, enabling them
to be confident at presenting themselves and their creations.
Simon’s tips include:

The Winning Game: Coaching is a skill that can grow
effective learning relationships. Everyone will understand and
experience the impact that coaching can have on oneself, clients
and colleagues. When we share coaching skills we can help
people learn as opposed to telling them what we think they need
to know.

Show Real: Here the focus is on the 10 core principles of
presenting to whomsoever your audience, Can you see yourself
through the eyes of the audience.

|
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with a business partner created their first salon in 1984.
Together they successfully grew to become the directors of
an award winning international salon group with in excess
of 400 staff across twenty-one sites. Creating an effective
team is key to such success.

Mind Your Own Business: Become conscious and
aware of the facts and figures of your business, identify the
potential and maximise the growth. To succeed you need to
learn the ‘secrets’ of developing a profitable business, from profit
and loss, financial control, up-selling, marketing and developing
client loyalty.

Credits:
Hair by Mark Woolley SRH at electric
Photography by Alessandro Cecchini
Make-up by Janeen Witherspoon
Styling by Bernard Connelly
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Create the perfect wedding style
Leading international celebrity Patrick Cameron SRH, shows how to create
one of his superb styles for that perfect wedding look.
Section
off 1/4
of ponytail

Hot roller large
rectangular
section, temple
to crown

Grip 2cm
from base
and section
clip pin curls
to hold

2

1

3

Place fine
hairnet over
to create
oval shape

4
Grip first
section
to base

5
Repeat with
second, third and
fourth sections.
Griping and
draping over.

8
Drape to
cover grips

10

|
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Split
into
two and
drape
over

6

Grip to
hold and
repeat on
opposite
side

7
Release
pin curls

9

Decorate
with Patrick
Cameron
accessories

11
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Fox Hunting or Hairdressing
Your Ambassador speaks out!

A
European Hair trends 2010:
Back to basics

Hairdressers inspired by line and form
“Back to basics” – is leading European hairdresser, Edinger h.schnitt’s motto for the coming season. as Roland
Aichinger, European Hairdresser of the Year 2008 and Stylist at Edinger h.schnitt emphasises: If you’ve got it, flaunt it.
The days of the extreme haircut are history. Men are also flaunting length and are wholeheartedly standing
by their superb heads of hair. An extravagant finish let’s you flaunt it if you’ve got it. Perfectly coiffed men are
showing off their luxurious locks and sporting beards. Being well groomed is of the essence according to a styling
tip from Aichinger.
Two-in-one cuts are in fashion and permit both classic simplicity as well as eccentric styling depending on
mood, whim and opportunity. “It is important that a man’s hairstyle underscores his personality and thereby gives
him a distinctive overall look”, emphasises Aichinger.
Hairdressers: Roland Aichinger | Photography: Manfred Gartner | Make-up: Roland Aichinger, Sabine Stropek | Body painting: Johanna Hochreiter,
Andreas Peter Schaupensteiner | Impuls Public Relations, Linz, Austria; anita.reschreiter@impulspr.com

t the recent Fellowship luncheon, guest speaker, Hairdressing Council Ambassador,
Andrew Barton SRH, spoke about the urgent need for all hairdressers to become
registered to protect the industry and our reputation.
“I’m sure you’ll have seen and heard much about hairdressing regulation
recently, there’s been a media storm on radio, TV and in the national newspapers and it
continues; now it looks like ‘The One Show’ are getting in on the act… I think it’s safe to say
that our moment to respond in the right way really is now!, said Andrew.
Adding, “I think we need to pull together to make sure that British hairdressing stays
world famous for all the right reasons. As Hairdressing Council’s Ambassador, my plan is to
keep this story alive and to give it momentum in the press and consequently, the public
domain.
Andrew reminded listeners that on the same day in parliament, a bill was tabled for the
Regulation of British Hairdressing and another to regulate fox hunting. Media pressure ensured
that the Hunting issue could not be ignored and the hairdressing Bill slipped into the background.
Andrew gave six key points to take away,
H The register is there already;
H Parliament is there already;
H Every key hairdressing organization supports the Hairdressing Council;
H All of our trade press is behind us;
H The broader media is interested, e.g., Radio 2 and Breakfast TV;
H The Hairdressing Council reports that membership is going up by the day
– it needs to go up faster and for that I need you.”

Fire – Are you at risk?
When did you last check your fire
risk assessment systems?
For one major fashion retailer there was a heavy penalty for failing to keep up to date. Recently reported
in the trade press, high street retailer New Look were subjected to fines totalling £400,000, £250,000 for
failing to supply a “suitable and sufficient” fire risk assessment for the premises and £150,000 for failing
to adequately train staff. In addition, they were ordered to pay costs of £136,052 after pleading guilty to
serious breaches of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 (RRO). This is currently the largest
fine handed out under the order.
London Fire Brigade prosecuted New Look following a blaze at their Oxford Street
store in 2007. Thirty fire engines and around 150 fire fighters were needed to tackle
the blaze and crews remained at the scene for three days. Despite the building’s fire
alarm sounding, it was reset on at least one occasion.
Following the fire, the Brigade carried out several fire safety inspections and found a substantial
number of breaches of fire legislation. The RRO requires the responsible person (in a workplace
it is the employer) to carry out a suitable fire risk assessment and act on its findings, including
staff training on what to do in the event of a fire or fire alarm being triggered.
A useful guide from the Chief Fire Officers Association can be found on this link
Mandy Perry, Divisional Managing Director of JLT Business Insurance Services, said:
“Ask yourself how robust are your fire safety arrangements, are all your staff
aware of the procedures to follow, the correct fire exits to use? Also for example,
do your fire safety arrangements include emergency procedures for leaving the
building, what about visitors or customers?
The Hairdresser thanks JLT Business Insurance Services for their assistance with this article.
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http://www.communities.gov.uk/publications/fire/regulatoryreformfire

Hair: NHF Inspire | Creative Direction: Akin Konizi and the Hob Creative Team | Photography: John Rawson

SRH and Trichologist, Carol Walker
explains how she moved from being a
hairdresser to specialising in helping
people with hair and scalp disorders that
lead to embarrassing hair problems.
I am asked so many times ‘What is Trichology?’, and for those of you who know, then you will
have to bear with the rest of your colleagues whilst I try to highlight, inform and hopefully, stir up
enthusiasm and the passion that I have for my profession.
Trichology is the science of hair, scalp disorders and diseases. The field of Trichology is as vast and
varied as the universe is wide. Members of The Institute of Trichologist work in all aspects of the hair,
beauty, manufacturing, research, teaching and litigation sectors. As a qualified Trichologist you may
even be asked to work alongside medical or legal professionals to assist in furthering cases.
Not all Trichologists start their careers in the field of hairdressing or beauty; there are doctors who
wish to expand their knowledge of hair and scalp conditions and the impact that it has on the
individual. When it comes to someone who wishes to undergo a hair transplant, then it makes more
sense to consult with a Doctor who has trained in Trichology and is registered with the Royal College
of Surgeons (or equivalent awarding body).
I started my working career in 1974 as an indentured apprentice hairdresser, attending Cannock
College in Staffordshire and gaining my City & Guilds in Hairdressing & Wig Making. Moving
quickly on, I bought a wig manufacturing business in 1981, namely Maison Whitehead Wigs
in Birmingham, which I still run. Because of this, I went on to teach in colleges and took the
Advanced Hairdressing City & Guild, Teachers 730, Certificate in Education and Assessing D32,
D33 and Internal Verifies D34.
The whole process of continuous learning means that I stretch my in-depth knowledge and
understanding of all aspects of Trichology and related areas. This gives me more understanding of
patients’ problems, whether they are related to everyday processes of perming, relaxing, colouring,
and hair extension or into the area of wig making for chemotherapy patients and similar.
It was when I was helping a student with some research, that I found details about the Institute of
Trichologists and my world opened up. When I qualified in 1990, I decided that I wanted to specialize
in litigation with my main aim to assist the hairdressing industry.
I was asked to undertake my first legal case relating to 11 kilos of raw hair. To view this quantity of
hair I had to visit the hair merchants: Nothing could have prepared me for the sight of a room full of
raw hair. I was taken around the building where I observed hair being handled in different stages,
even down to hair orders that were ready to be sent out to wig manufacturers.
In the early days, the normal procedure was that I was instructed by a solicitor to act for one party,
usually the client, as they would normally be the one who would bring about a claim against the
salon. Generally, I am instructed as a Joint Expert working for all parties at the same time in an
independent capacity for the Courts and am expected to maintain objectivity throughout the case.

Media attention has led to calls from many women’s magazines, local and national radio and
television, including a telephone call from the Oprah Winfrey research team. Despite our initial
scepticism about the latter call, we soon found ourselves being flown out to Chicago and appearing
on the Oprah Winfrey Show.
I have to say the media deluge has calmed down considerably from those early days, but I am still invited
to speak at seminars, colleges and universities. With all my aspects of working and running a clinic, seeing
patients, being invited as a guest speaker, also doing interviews for radio, television and articles for both
national and international press coverage, there is a great need for continuous training. This is often within
the hairdressing industry, so that I am updated with all the manufacturer’s new techniques, but also within
all the other areas that I cover within my work, especially on the legal side.
The work of an SRH is never done but always enjoyable.
Carol Walker SRH, Birmingham Trichology Centre, Staffordshire.
01543 670717 cpw@birminghamtrichology.co.uk

Plea For Age Limits On
Hair Transplant Surgery
One of the UK’s leading cosmetic surgeons is calling for age restrictions on hair transplant surgery,
after seeing an alarming rise in the number of teenage boys wanting to go under the knife.
Dr Bessam Farjo, co-founder of The Farjo Medical Centre and past President of the International
Society of Hair Restoration Surgery, has seen a 23 per cent increase in enquiries coming from men
aged 20 years or under, over the past 12 months. Some of the enquiries the centre has received have
come from the parents of boys as young as 16-years-old.
Dr Farjo explained: “Hair loss can be quite unpredictable in its early stages, with the full extent of
loss difficult to determine in men under the age of 30. Men under this age should consider taking
preventative drugs or seeking nonsurgical treatment, in an effort to
slow down or stop their hair loss.
However, a few online sources and
commercial clinics are encouraging
very young men to consider surgery
to restore both their follicles and
self-esteem.”
“Surgery may improve the hairline of
very young men in the short term;
however, if further hair loss occurs
they could find themselves with
inconsistent coverage, giving them a
‘patchy’ look.”
Further information from
Jane Carroll on 0161 941 4252 or
e-mail jane@peppermintpr.com

Hair: NHF Inspire | Creative Direction: Akin Konizi and the Hob Creative Team | Photography: John Rawson

The legal world
of Trichology

This has led to me doing television and radio interviews. One programme in particular was when I had
to go to Birmingham to record for the BBC, on areas of hairdressing concern, such as why it was
important to carry out skin tests and strand tests prior to chemical applications. The programme led
to a call from a distressed client who’s hair had started to break away. She said that she did not know
where to go who to contact as she felt devastated but her husband had seen the programme, and as
they say, the rest is history.
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checkout new products and services
Harnessing nature for beauty with eyeSlices®
The unique cryogel eye treatment pad that helps reduce the appearance of dark circles, puffiness, tiredness, redness and signs of aging.

An add-on income opportunity
Earn extra whilst your client is waiting for colour or drying, enhancing their relaxation experience with the benefit of an effective eye
treatment at the same time.

A great impulse-buy
Keep the retail pack by the till and create a great impulse-buy for clients.
Handy refillable clam packs for salon visits to purchase refills.

Achieved international recognition
Distributed in eight countries around the world, and received numerous
awards in the aesthetics, technology, science and business sectors.

eyeSlices® Product & Sales Enquiries – sales@eyeslicesuk.com
Tel: 0845 0944701; www.eyeslicesuk.com.

The luxury
shampoo to help
treat hair loss

Hair-Up Creativity
Packs for Brides
and Catwalks

The specially developed pH5 concentrated,
luxury shampoo is formulated without
Sodium Laureth Sulfate.
Works completely in harmony with
the hydrolipidic mantle and the
hair structure.
The stimulating and tonic actions
are created with the inclusion
of Ginko Biloba, Green Tea and
Soya Protein all of which are
essential to the nourishment and
equilibrium of the scalp and hair
growth systems.
Perfected by Italian specialists
and used by Trichologists across
Europe – give your clients the one
the professionals use.

Distributors sought for the UK
Available exclusively from DM (UK) on

0800 083 7673
|
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Fed up searching for really superb styles
to make your clients feel really fabulous?
Need to pull off a great performance
for a catwalk show?
The Art of Dressing Hair Creativity Packs are the solution
3 hard-back, full colour, large scale volumes in the series
Every one complete with at least four step by step DVDs

Special offer for SRHs
Buy One, Get One Free or simply
buy all three at 50% discount

Call DM (UK) on 0800 083 7673 now,
limited stocks available.
£1 from every book & DVD set sold will be donated
to the HABB hair industry charity

Master Craftsman
If you have been a State Registered Hairdresser for over two years and
have management and training experience you maybe eligible to become
a Master Craftsman in Hairdressing. This prestigious and select hairdressing
award puts you among the cream of British Hairdressing.
The Master Craftsman diploma comes in three different formats, a Diploma in a
stylish, specially made frame, a silver metal plaque on a black mount in quality silver
frame or a burnished brass metal plaque, mounted on solid dark wood.
For more information or to place an order contact
The Hairdressing Council on 0208 760 7010.

New masters of their craft

Recent awards of the Master Craftsman Diploma
Congratulations to the following State Registered Hairdressers who have been awarded the Master Craftsman Diploma

933164
938674
940014
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Christine McCormick
Georgina Hudson
Jennifer Sarah Hodson
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Rotherham
Sheringham
Manchester

940611
93738

Marie Underwood
Mr Paul O’Driscoll

New Milton
North Shields
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